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SIPP2000USB Single

Features

Applications

Ÿ Intuitive software control (MCC Software)
Ÿ Output modes:  DC, UP+, UP- and  BP
Ÿ Free Pulse Pattern Generator
Ÿ Symmetric or asymmetric pulse output
Ÿ  Arc suppression less than 2 µs
Ÿ  4 x Synchron trigger output
Ÿ  1 x Trigger input
Ÿ  Max. 1000 V pulse output
Ÿ  Max. 1000 A pulse output
Ÿ  Integrated control  of two DC Units)

Ÿ HiPIMS
Ÿ MF
Ÿ Bias

Including MCC Software 
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